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Petz briefly mentioned the Long Now Foundation before, outlining their
mission to shift our cultural focus on time and to ask big questions about what
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real long-term thinking might look like. The way they are doing this is as unique
as it is ambitious.
A Massive Clock Buried Deep in a Mountain
While half listening to The Story on NPR the other day, I started to hear the
voice of Alexander Rose of the Long Now Foundation as he explained how he
and his team are building a clock that is designed to last for 10,000 years;
running entirely on mechanical energy; and measure those years not in hours
and minutes, but in truly civilization-scale units of time. (The choice of 10,000
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years as an appropriate time span is based on the notion that civilization is
currently about 10,000 years old.)
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Slowly, my mind came into focus and realized what I was hearing, and I was
profoundly moved by its potential.

© The Long Now Foundation
Engineered to Last. Designed to Provoke.
Located deep in a mountain in West Texas, The Long Now Foundation's 10,000
Year Clock is being built right now. Engineered from marine grade 316 stainless
steel, titanium and dry running ceramic ball bearings, the clocks mechanisms
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are designed to physically last 10,000 years in the cool, dry conditions under
the mountain. But physical longevity is just one element of the thought that is
going in to creating this extraordinary time piece:

There is a Clock ringing deep inside a mountain. It is a huge Clock,
hundreds of feet tall, designed to tick for 10,000 years. Every once in a
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while the bells of this buried Clock play a melody. Each time the chimes
ring, it’s a melody the Clock has never played before. The Clock’s chimes
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have been programmed to not repeat themselves for 10,000 years. Most
times the Clock rings when a visitor has wound it, but the Clock hoards
energy from a different source and occasionally it will ring itself when no
one is around to hear it. It’s anyone’s guess how many beautiful songs will
never be heard over the Clock’s 10 millennial lifespan.
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© The Long Now Foundation
Powered By Mechanical Solar Energy
The clock's mechanics are powered by a combination of solar energy, harvested
from the temperature differentials between night and day, and kinetic energy
harvested from the clock's visitors—this is an example of renewable energy at
work. But it is not the energy component that makes this such an important
project for us Treehugger's, but rather the potential for creating cultural shift
and a genuine interest in the well-being of future generations:
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Why would anyone build a Clock inside a mountain with the hope that it
will ring for 10,000 years? Part of the answer: just so people will ask this
question, and having asked it, prompt themselves to conjure with notions
of generations and millennia. If you have a Clock ticking for 10,000 years
what kinds of generational-scale questions and projects will it suggest? If a
Clock can keep going for ten millennia, shouldn’t we make sure our
civilization does as well? If the Clock keeps going after we are personally
long dead, why not attempt other projects that require future generations
to finish? The larger question is, as virologist Jonas Salk once asked, “Are
we being good ancestors?

© The Long Now Foundation
Technology Always Changes Us
As anyone who spends time thinking about technology knows, what we invent
inevitably shapes how we see the world around us. We obliterate time and
distance with cars and fossil fuels. We transform our notion of intellectual and
creative property rights with turntables, mixers and the invention of the iPod.
And we are in the process of transforming how we think about energy and
ownership as distributed renewables become commonplace.
A Mythic Undertaking
But usually it is the technology that comes first, targeted primarily at solving a
particular problem or challenge. The cultural shifts that occur as a result don't
always become apparent until long after the technology is already in use. This
clock, however, takes a different path—embracing the inherent challenge to the
status quo that a philosophical and engineering feat like this represents, not as a
by-product of innovation, but a direct motivator of it. Even the clock's location,
which will require a day's hike to reach, creates a sense of the mythic. This is not
about utility or creating a new tourist attraction, it is about making a mark on
the fabric of time itself—and then pausing to examine that fabric in a little more
detail.
I've argued before that time may be our most precious environmental resource.
This clock may help us value it.
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